
Visions and Values of Community: 
 
“The future of the church depends on whether it develops true community…unless we sense that we belong to each other, with masks off, the vibrant church of today will 
become the powerless church of tomorrow” Larry Crabb 
 
“Spiritual community = the presence of conflicted relationships met by spiritual friendship, spiritual direction and characterized by the dependence upon the Spirit of God” 
– M. Scott Peck 
 

Personal remarks  
 
When I was young in the faith, I got a taste of community.  There were three young men who poured themselves in me as a brother, 
friend, and someone with whom they shared life.  For two years, those relationships gave me hope, healing, comfort, accountability and, 
most important, a constant glance at Jesus and the reality of the Kingdom.  Over a period of months, that little “band of brothers” became 
infectious and grew…other people wanted “in” because they saw something that they wanted and weren’t experiencing in their own life.  
I’m confident enough to call a spade a spade…they saw Jesus and saw the Kingdom of God.   
 
To say the least, I’ve been searching for a way to quench my deep desire for community ever since.  Throughout numerous experiences, I 
have gotten close only to be sidetracked by ecclesiastical agendas, superficiality, and a host of other relational elements that caused 
community to break down. I’m tired of empty feelings when it comes to community – it has been my dream for a long, long time to enter 
anew into redemptive and Kingdom community before I reach the end of my earthly journey.  I want to take the vision of scripture for a 
“ride” and find any way I can to experience the sense of awe, power, and satisfaction that comes in living in the flow of what Jesus 
created for us to experience. I promised the Lord that I would pursue that dream in my family’s most recent move and transition in life.  
We were created to experience oneness with God and each other.  It is only when we enter into that oneness do we experience the 
fullness of life that God intended for us.  I also realize as someone who takes the scripture seriously that we need to have the quality of 
community that incarnates Jesus and gives people an opportunity to see something that can only happen because of God.  Relationships 
are difficult because of the essential brokenness of humanity.  That’s why Christ-followers cannot tolerate having community that is 
anything else than a glimpse of the Kingdom.  We need to be inviting people into an experience in relationships that actually transcends 
anything that can happen without the presence of the Holy Spirit.  To have relationships like “everyone else does” does not give witness 
to the lives that Jesus calls us into.  The following statement is a set of values that are non-negotiable in our belief about community.  
Community is transformational.  We single-mindedly pursue the unity of love and the missional and incarnational witness of community 
in the context of our lives together in Kingdom living. 
 
This booklet is divided up into three sections: 
 
The Theology of Community – an overview of theological insights gleaned from scripture and historical reflection. 
 
The Practices of Community – essential things we do in relationship 
 
Our Pledge to each other – the life we are calling ourselves to live 
 

 
 

 



The Theology of Community: 
 
Community is Covenant-making – we deliberately enter into a commitment-based relationship that is characterized by its “other 
centeredness”.  Covenant in the scripture is a deep, abiding and personal commitment of laying oneself on the line for the sake of the 
covenant promise.  We make a covenant in relationship because our God is a covenant making and covenant keeping God. 
 
Community defines us – we deliberately enter into relationships that will become foundational in our life’s journey and further clarify 
who we are created to be. 
 
Community is love – community lives the biblical concept of “hesed” (Hebrew, translated “love or mercy”, i.e. lovingkindness, grace).  
Consider this - It is sometimes difficult for a modern person, who associates love with uncontrollable feelings, to understand how the 
Bible can command love of God, neighbors, even enemies. But in the Bible the many terms translated as “love” do not refer primarily to 
feelings. They refer to decisions of the will. This voluntaristic notion of love is recalled in modern wedding services, where the bride and 
groom say, “I do” and “I will” when they are asked to make their vows, not “I feel like it.” In the Bible, when God’s people are called upon 
to “love,” they are being asked to do something loving and responsive to the love of God, whether they feel like it or not. Consider 
Matthew 5:44: “Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be children of your Father in heaven.” 
 
Community is Grace-keeping – in a world that is “what have you done for me lately” driven…one that is guilt-producing, anxiety 
heightening, and based on “proving” self-worth, we are intentionally giving acceptance and grace out of the foundation of covenant which 
makes not only repentance and authenticity possible but imperative.  We will be affirming and not shaming…relationally oriented versus 
performance oriented…a community where expectations are spoken and communication clear (versus coded communication that is 
deliberately hidden).  We will have God as the source of our life together…God is our need-meeter, our vindicator, our defender, the one 
who has the last word on our value and acceptance.  In addition, Children are enjoyed, allowed to “minister” according to their gifts, 
mentored and celebrated as a vital part of who we are.     
  
Community is Empowering – we understand the power of community as people love and enter into each other’s lives as servants.  In the 
New Testament books of Philippians 2 and Acts 1 where the ministry of Jesus and the Spirit are articulated, it is important to 
understand that the power of the Kingdom is NOT abusive power but a transfer of power to accomplish HIS purposes…power would be 
manifest in the new community through sacrifice, servanthood, and love out of the context of covenant.  Community is also empowering 
because it is based on a diversity of giftedness in the economy of God where all are equal “players” in the work of the Kingdom. 
  
Community is Knowing – we understand and commit ourselves to entering into each other’s lives intimately.  The Hebrew 
understanding of “knowing” is a literary construct that combines the human sense of intimacy and identity.  In other words, to ”know” 
deeply in relationship is something that shapes our identity.   
  
Community is Missional - we understand that what we do as Christ-followers emerges from who we are…we enter into people’s lives 
with an intentionality of knowing and loving.  We call people into oneness with God and into a fuller sense of humanity in relationship.  
There is a distinct ‘purpose’ in our community of giving witness to a new hope, the new identity, and new vision we have in Jesus.  This is 
not an option but the very lifestyle and calling of ekklesia (the gathering of Christ-followers).    
 

“The life of the church IS its witness.  The witness of the church IS its life.  The question of authentic witness IS the question of authentic community” Darrell 
Guder, Missional Church 



 
Community is Shalom (traditionally translated, “peace”) – we understand that God not only calls us into relationships of “peace” but 
also into a fuller sense of shalom.  Shalom is a Hebrew word that denotes a perfect sense of well-being.  It is not only a personal call to 
experience a sense of well-being in God but also a challenge to bring God’s justice and righteousness to bear in all spheres of life…in 
essence it is the feeling we experience in every area of life when we live under reign of God.  Shalom is a Kingdom reality.  It is NOT 
individualistic peace…when all is right with me…but a sense of community and social justice, "setting straight" or "setting in order” the 
areas and relationships of our lives in which we find ourselves.  The most notable early rabbinic source for the phrase tikkun olam is in 
the context of a “shalom” prayer, where the phrase expresses the hope of repairing the world through the establishment of the kingdom 
of God.  When Shalom reigns in life, the world is repaired.   
  
Community is of the Holy Spirit – we understand that in community people know each other and relate in ways only God’s Spirit makes 
possible.  In this sense, community is “supernatural” and miraculous underscoring the consistent manner in which God incarnates 
Himself in the context of human experience.  It is the Holy Spirit that makes relationships of love, peace, and justice possible. This truth 
explains why community in and of itself is a source of Kingdom witness to the world of the reality of Jesus. 
 
Community is a new reality – we understand that holy living, mutual support, and sacrificial service is what the bible defines as 
community (koinonia in Greek).  This new reality challenges the competitive order of independence, self-interest, and private privilege.  
Community is a work of the Holy Spirit establishing a new collaborative order of interdependence, shared responsibility, mutual 
instruction, and commonality.   
 
Community is eschatological – we understand that we live in between salvation as a living reality and as something that “is to come”.  
We begin to manifest in our relationships in community the reality that we will enjoy throughout the passage of time.  We seek to 
demonstrate the promised future of the Kingdom set in motion in the lives we live now. 
 

The Practices of Community: 
 
Creating safe places to do life – the central task of community create a safe place where walls can be torn down, where each of us can 
reveal our brokenness and where God can restore our lives.  It is not a place of judgmentalism but rather a place of accountability within 
the context of love. 
 
Creating a place of process and journey – community is not a place for solutions and “make it work” pragmatism but rather a place of 
relational process and journey where we enter into people’s lives and experiences without the expectation but with acceptance. 
 
Creating a life of “allelon” – community is to be demonstrated in our conduct in commonality with each other as we live a life “worthy of 
the manner of the Gospel of Jesus (Philippians 1:27).  By choice, we live with one another and each other…seeking Kingdom fulfillment 
in all aspects of relationships.   
 
Creating a place of ministry – community exists to do ministry to and with each other.  To quote Dietrich Bonhoeffer, community is the 
ministry “of holding one’s tongue, meekness, listening, helpfulness, and bearing burdens”.  Community is a place of ministry to one 
another as we admit our failures and failings and confess who we are at our worst for the purpose of restoration. 
 

“We are not our wounds, we are not our problems. We are not our sins. We are persons of radical worth and unrevealed beauty” Bonhoeffer 



 
Creating a place of victory over divisiveness and conflict – community needs to understand the reality of our brokenness and 
essential egocentricity that leads to relational conflict and dysfunction…but also community is a reality that does not tolerate 
divisiveness but upholds unity.  We will NOT build a community where we hide our problems or parade them.  We see conflict as an 
opportunity to draw more fully on spiritual resources that the Spirit gives to bring healing and restoration.  Theologically, we understand 
that Jesus died and rose to break down the divisions that exist between people…we bring dishonor to the sacrifice and mission of our 
Lord when we tolerate, enhance, or perpetuate relational division.  We participate in the work of Jesus when relational divisions are 
brought before the cross and healed. 
 

A place where a “friend sees them, hates them and may rebuke them, is hurt by them and may say so.  He or she sees them through the ugliness of all those 
conflict-producing, selfish motives to the sheer goodness that lies beneath, a goodness that has been placed there by God” Larry Crabb 

 
 “As long as our core passion is self-actualization, the satisfaction of our needs and the realization of our potential and insulation against further hurt, conflict will 
lie in waiting.  When our agendas directly compete with someone else’s self-occupied agendas, conflict will erupt.” 
 
“Bold love is courageously setting aside our personal agenda to move humbly into the world of others with their well-being in view, willing to risk further pain in 
our souls, in order to be the aroma of life to some and an aroma of death to others”. Dan Alleander 
 

Creating a place of spiritual formation and development – community exists to give every individual the opportunity to grow in the 
knowledge of God, worship, trust, and obedience to God.  It is a place of theological understanding and acceptance 
 
Creating a place that looks to affirm and build up the ministry that God is doing in other spheres – our community exists to be 
intentionally affirming and supportive of the places where there is the reality of the Kingdom of God being experienced.  Whether it is in 
other spiritual communities, independent ministries or special callings of God in our midst, our community will be known for its 
graciousness and wholehearted support of all that God is about in our world.   
 

Our pledge to each other in relationship: 
 
We accept you – we celebrate your purity in Jesus as we worship God together 
 
We believe in you – we envision your identity in Christ and what you are becoming  
 
We see you and will stay involved as we affirm your goodness and delight in you as well as challenge you in the passion that we know do 
not define you 
 
We give to you – no pressure to change you 
 
We will learn how to communicate honestly with you.  Our relationship will go deeper than our masks of composure, and we will develop a 
significant commitment to “rejoice together, mourn together, and to delight in each other, make others’ conditions our own” M. Scott 
Peck 
 
We want to do life together in the context of Jesus’ Kingdom…we want that passionately…we have a vision for that experience but we 
also understand that there will be significant struggle.   

 



“Many communities of the religious…live in large building that tend to separate their members from other people…isolated 
personal lives, irresponsible and dishonest attitudes towards poverty, anonymous security and abundance, unresponsiveness 
to communal needs or excessive waste, and assumption of leisure-class values and aspirations, with ignorance of critical social 
issues and decisions” John Kavanaugh 
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